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Sunbeam Minibaybus Special Price

$3.98 was

$7.95
Product Images

Short Description

Almost every computer case can use this handy device! The Sunbeam Multi-fan Power Port will tidy up your
case by providing a central port to plug in six individual fans. All you need to add is one molex connector
from your power supply to power thus small hub. In addition, the the multi-fan port port has a blue LED for
each fan header. So, there is not need for tons of splitters and adapters anymore with the Sunbeam Multi-fan
power port!

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

Almost every computer case can use this handy device! The Sunbeam Multi-fan Power Port will tidy up your
case by providing a central port to plug in six individual fans. All you need to add is one molex connector
from your power supply to power thus small hub. In addition, the the multi-fan port port has a blue LED for
each fan header. So, there is not need for tons of splitters and adapters anymore with the Sunbeam Multi-fan
power port!

Features

1 X 4-pin molex Input and 6 x 3-pin fan Output
6 X Blue LEDs to indicate the power on status
Easy Installation
Neat up your PC perfectly from messy fan wires

Provides power to up to 6 fans

Specifications

Input Voltage: 12V
Output Voltage: 12V
Color of LED's: Blue
Dimensions: H 8.8 cm X W 5.4 cm X D1.9cm

Easy Installation:

Easy Installation
Plug it to 4-Pin female Molex of your PSU
LED indicators lighting means successful connection. If one or two failed to light, please check your connection again.
Just paste the unit to anywhere in your case with base adhesive tape.
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Additional Information

Brand Sunbeamtech

SKU SB-MBB-D

Weight 0.4000

Color Black

Fan Accessory Type Controller

Material Plastic

Vendor SKU/EAN 6933337306146

Special Price $3.98


